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Erin: Hello and welcome to the Your Village podcast, Parenting Beyond Discipline, the 
place to learn about ALL things parenting and get your questions answered. I’m your 
host, Erin Royer. 

It’s been a little while since I covered a new topic and while I do still have some parent 
questions in the queue, this week, as promised, I’m going to be covering the topic of 
birth order! I find this kind of stuff fascinating, what influences people, brings out or 
enhances certain traits in us and who we become? One of these things, is birth order. 
But there’s a lot more to it, a lot more nuances than just being born, first, second, last 
or a multiple. So I’ll get into some traits of each and some of the nuances as well. 

So here’s something, I had never thought about and I’ll bet most others never had 
either, until I learned about birth order. But it’s not just our children’s birth order but our 
own place in the family structure that can have a big impact on the way we interact and 
parent each child, as well as how they interact with each other and us, as parents. What 
is your birth order? Before you truly answer that, there are those variables and nuances 
I mentioned and so I’ll get into those. But if your birth order was very typically a first 
born with a younger sibling or two following in whatever time gap behind you and they 
were ALWAYS getting into your stuff or trying to butt in and play with you and your 
friends and you didn’t like that, (yes that was me!), if you aren’t aware of this and 
making a conscious note of your experience as a first born, you are very likely to 
protect your first born and their desire for autonomy, space and privacy, most likely to a 
fault without taking nearly as much consideration about the younger siblings feelings or 
needs or desires to feel included, especially if you experienced an upbringing like mine 
and probably most others where these things weren’t worked out, you were just 
expected to allow younger siblings to tag along whenever and however they wished. 
On the other side, if you were the youngest or a younger sibling who regularly felt 
shunned and excluded by an older sibling you may work harder or be more insistent 
that the older siblings always share and allow and make room for their younger sibling 
or siblings to be included. So you can see how our childhood experiences with birth 
order and our upbringing can really shape and shadow how we deal with our own 
children and how our experience can leave us with some blind spots to our children 
who don’t share our birth order. So I strongly encourage everyone to think about their 
upbringing as it relates to birth order and the experiences you had that you would have 
like to be different. Then be aware of them so that you don’t over-compensate for your 
child who shares that birth order but rather step back and think about the experience 



and making it, I hate to use the word fair!, but yes fair and an experience where 
everyone benefits and their is some compromise. 

Birth order doesn’t just affect those with siblings, as only children also have particular 
tendencies and ways of experiencing the world too, that can be very helpful to be 
aware. This way we can help our children navigate relationships, not just with us as 
parents, but with siblings, friends, teachers as well as life experiences. 

You can also see how this material overlaps and can contribute to or alleviate issues 
with sibling rivalry as well. so I think it’s good to just cover that definition here for 
understanding. Rivalry is over parental attention and affection. Fighting is over things. 
Now to make this even more difficult, sometimes kids will fight about things when the 
thorn in the side is really over parental attention but with a little reading between the 
lines, we can decipher these hidden messages, ask some questions and get to the 
bottom of the real issue pretty quickly. If a child says, “He has more Pokemon cards 
than me!” That’s very obviously over things. If a child says, “You got to go with mom 
last time. Now it’s my turn!” that’s easily over parental attention.  

When we first brought our twins home and they were maybe 2 weeks old, or oldest, all 
of 21 months looked at my husband and his baby brother on his lap. Pointed to his 
brother and said, “baby off!” and then pointed to the floor. He did not like the idea of 
sharing his Poppa’s lap or having to wait his turn! 

So let’s get into birth order and some general information, variables that can affect how 
we consider birth order, and some tendencies of each birth position, Only children, 
First born, second or middle children, last born and finally, multiples. 

I discuss this in the sibling rivalry material as well but first, we need to understand and 
know that siblings compete in families. There is a limited amount of time and parental 
resources in the form of attention and help so children will compete for this at times. 
So it is very important to be aware of it. Then it won’t blindside you and you can be 
prepared to show empathy and be ready to listen to concerns when they crop up 
rather than dismissing them. Also, children will differentiate from each other in order to 
circumvent this issue from being so pronounced. Sibling relationships have almost as 
much impact on each of us as the parent-child relationship. In most cases, siblings will 
spend more time together than with any other friend.  

This week is parent-teacher conference week. Our daughter, one of our twins who is 20 
months younger than the oldest and 2 grades behind happened to get the same 
teacher for first grade that our older son had. One of the first things she said was, “well 



your daughter is certainly different than her big brother!” I thought was kind of funny 
because I’m thinking, “of course she is!” She didn’t mean this in any negative light at 
all. They are both delightful and amazing in their own ways. But they definitely have 
very different strengths as well as areas of struggle. It surprised me that her teacher was 
so surprised by their differences! 

Also in our family, I’ve seen how all 3 of our children have affected each other’s 
personalities and have rubbed off on each other. Just as one example, Chandler’s affect 
on Taylor, his twin sister. He has ALWAYS been super outgoing and would strike up a 
conversation with anyone, adult or child. When he was all of four years old, he actually 
sat down in the kitchen at the office with my colleague Alex and asked him all about his 
kids and family, names, ages, hobbies, etc. Taylor on the other hand was always very 
reserved. She even went through a bout of pretty strong separation anxiety at 3 at 
daycare drop-off. She had been going there for over 6 months, both of brothers went 
to this school with her and yet, she still went through a spell of strong separation 
anxiety. But the year that Chandler and Taylor were in TK together, She saw her brother 
saying hello to everyone he knew, introducing himself to new kids, chatting with 
everyone and sharing his latest stories or asking questions about their newest toys and 
soon she started to do that too. Soon, she became miss social butterfly, knowing 
everyone’s names and saying hello to absolutely everyone she knew every time she saw 
them. At the end of the year play, she got the lead role in the class play with a singing 
solo! So while kids in families do differentiate to eliminate competition and rivalry, they 
can also influence one another as well so as you can see this affect our kids have on 
each other has a lot of moving pieces and nuances to it. 

When we come back after the break, I’ll get into the common traits and tendencies of 
each category of birth order and the nuances that can affect how or to what degree 
one falls into one category or another or a combination. But first, a word from our 
sponsor Kind Bars. 

I’m sure you have seen Kind bars in your local grocery store, coffee shop or gym. They 
make delicious, healthy snacks using whole ingredients you can recognize and 
pronounce.  

I know I’ve already mentioned the great flavors of bars that my kids like and have been 
taking to school as healthy snacks like, dark chocolate nuts and sea salt, oats and 
honey with toasted coconut among several others. Lately the peanut butter breakfast 
bar has pulled ahead as their new favorite!  They ask for them constantly! So much 
better than those sugar filled granola bars they used to eat! Kind bars are great for 



lunches, snacks for school and I especially like keeping them in the car for on-the-go 
snacks when we are running errands or before or after sports practices. 

Kind bars has a special offer for you, You can try 10 KIND Bars for free, all you have to 
pay is shipping. To get the offer go to kindsnacks.com/yourvillage. To get your FREE 
box of 10 kind bars, and just pay shipping, go to kindsnacks.com/yourvillage. 

Now let’s get to the really interesting part of this topic, the variables that affect one’s 
tendency to fall into common birth order patterns, some common tendencies and 
areas ripe for rivalry. 

The first variable is spacing. children born 5 years or more apart are considered serial 
only children. Why is that? Because they are so far apart that they don’t tend to need 
to compete much for attention or for resources since their resources tend to not 
overlap. For instance a 6 year-old (or older) is getting attention for working hard in 
school, is getting to do “bigger kid” things while the infant sibling is needing help and 
encouragement with eating, sitting up, etc. They don’t really cross over very much, if at 
all.  This was my family growing up. I was almost 7 when my next sibling, a sister, was 
born. 

Yet children born within 16 to 18 months of each other tend to function more like 
multiples. 

The next variable is gender - while boys and girls can compete and experience rivalry 
with one another, the difference in gender creates enough unique experience to affect 
birth order. Consider a 4th born girl with 3 older brothers. She most likely will take on 
some or more attributes of a first born, depending. The parenting will come into play 
heavily because if the parents were really wanting a girl and finally got one, that will 
strongly effect these tendencies. But a 4th born girl with 3 older sisters will very likely 
take on the common attributes and tendencies of the last born. Also keep in mind  how 
culture can have an impact when one gender is valued higher than another.  What this 
means in terms of birth order is that a first born daughter and a second born son can 
easily swap common attributes and tendencies in these instances. Even in western 
cultures, where we like to think of ourselves as so progressive, we still have a way to 
go. So just be cognizant and aware of subtle messages and cultural bias that we 
ourselves may be perpetuating and not even aware.  

The next variable is parental birth order and I mentioned this early on in the episode - 
as you now know, this is a very important thing to keep in mind and just be aware of 
when it comes to birth order. Parents are more likely to connect and even side with the 
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child who shares their birth order. The scenario I mentioned earlier, Are you the oldest 
with 2 younger siblings who constantly into your stuff and messing things up? It 
wouldn’t be uncommon for you to constantly work to protect your oldest. The 
youngest child who always felt left our? The middle child who felt ignored? You can see 
how that can work, whatever your birth order. 

Another variable is Family Size  the middle 1 of 3 vs. middle 4 of 6, looks much 
different and of course all of this is complicated depending on the genders of the other 
siblings and the spacing between them all. 

The last variable is the Shared vs. non-shared environment – children growing up in 
same house have a shared environment. This is a really interesting thing to think about. 
Parents assume their children’s experiences are very similar since they are growing up in 
that very same environment. They focus on these similarities far more than the 
differences. But Research has found that the differences are far bigger and more 
impactful than the similarities. These differences in their experience is what is 
considered the non-shared environment. For instance it is very different to be the first 
born daughter rather than the last born son.  Children can describe the feel of the 
home very differently or describe an incident in very different ways. Everyone’s 
experience is valid but can be way more different than alike, have very different 
experience of growing in the same environment than we might expect. This can 
contribute strongly to the differences among siblings. I’ve created a worksheet for 
parents to think through all the areas where their children have a shared versus a non-
shared environment. So if you are interested in getting that worksheet, you can go to 
YourVillageOnline.com/Podcast/Birth-Order enter your email address and you will get 
this worksheet sent to you right away. 

I did this worksheet for my own children and found it quite helpful. Actually I have it as 
a sample for ideas that goes along with the worksheet so you can get some ideas to 
hopefully think more deeply and broadly about your own children’s shared vs. non-
shared environments. Again for that worksheet, go to YourVillageOnline.com/Podcast/
Birth-Order For my kids, despite their all only being 20 months apart, I thought about 
what are these differences for them? How could they affect them? For us, obviously our 
twins experiences are even more similar than the oldest with either of the other 2. We 
moved into a nicer house in the suburbs when our oldest was almost 5 and the twins 
were barely 3. Where we lived before was not a family neighborhood, right off a busy 
street and near the freeway. I definitely felt more stressed living there. That could be 
one big difference. Another one is, our daughter has the biggest room of the kids. Our 
oldest complains it’s not fair. The reason is that when we moved here, he was having a 
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lot of nightmares and we didn’t want him to have to walk all the way down to hall to 
get us so we put him in the room right next to us. But that explanation doesn’t sit well 
with him! While we try REALLY hard to separate the level of freedom and 
independence for the older one as he shows he can be responsible. It doesn’t always 
happen. Many times his younger siblings get to experience more freedom earlier. So 
the oldest at times gets upset when that happens and of course sometimes one of the 
younger ones gets upset when they DON’T get to do what he does, like wear a watch 
when they can’t even tell time!  

OK so that’s it for variables in birth order experiences. Now onto the birth order 
tendencies, attributes and common rivalry concerns! I can tell I’m going to probably go 
over a bit so I’ll probably just have time for the 1st born (Ah, here we go, the 1st born 
getting all the attention!) 

If there is going to be a worrier or perfectionist, it tends to be 1st born. 1st borns tend 
to be More determined and have more Leadership qualities. They tend to be More 
adult like, More organized, Resourceful, Self-reliant, Goal oriented, Responsible, Higher 
in perfectionistic tendencies. They resemble only children in many ways depending on 
how long they were only children before the subsequent sibling or in the case of 
multiples, siblings were born! Like I mentioned before, 5 years or more apart has a big 
impact so if the oldest was an Only child for 5 years before the next sibling came 
along, it can be much like only children vs. someone who was the only child for just 2 
years. Chances are they won’t remember ever being an only child. So you can see how 
length of time between siblings has a big impact. Like mentioned, I was an only child 
for almost 7 years and I was NOT happy when my sister came home! There are 
definitely ways to make this a better experience and build a connection between 
siblings as new ones enter the family. So if you have a younger sibling on the way, 
check out the sibling rivalry class on how to introduce a new baby and of course all the 
other tips and tools for building strong relationships, along with what NOT to do that 
can damage sibling relationships. That class, as well as this one can be found under the 
Modern Parenting tab on the website at YourVillageOnline.com.  

As far parenting first borns, parents Tend to sweat small details. I’m pretty sure you can 
all relate. I know I did this with our first born! I was a perfectionistic parent for sure! Not 
only was he my first but waited so long to get married and then kids that I had wanted 
forever, so I put a lot of stress on myself to be this perfect mom! With first borns 
parents also tend to celebrate every milestone, Pay more attention to them just in 
general, their antics, their play, their manners, etc. They also tend to give more 
Undivided time (basically because we have it with the first born, whereas once 
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subsequent children are born, we generally need to split our time) but first borns tend 
to get more face time, language, and reading time. Here in CA they have these radio 
commercials about first 5 california, about the first 5 years being magical as far as 
development and how important it is to invest our time. They have this campaign, talk, 
read, sing about talking reading and singing to our kids as much as we can throughout 
the day, because it builds their language and other cognitive skills. Of course our first 
borns just naturally tend to get more of this because we have more time to devote 
solely to them when they are the only child at the time. That’s why 1st borns tend to 
have earlier language milestones than their siblings.  

Our oldest was a VERY early talker. Oh and here’s a typical first versus later born story 
too. My kids always ask about first words. Our oldest’s first word was food and his 
second word was more. Then one of the younger two will ask and I say, “I don’t know!” 
So anyway, our oldest started talking at 10 months, 3 word phrases by 12 months, and 
full sentences by 18 months, etc. a big, big talker. Our daughter was also very early and 
her twin brother Chandler also early, especially for a 2nd born boy in a household with 
3 kids. But he trailed his sister slightly who is also a BIG talker. I remember being in the 
car and the oldest and Taylor were just talking up a storm and finally chandler yells, “I 
want to talk!!” It’s amazing he talked so early given that it’s hard to get a word in 
edgewise between the other two! 

OK so this episode has gone very long already, probably partially because I got off on 
a few stories! But I didn’t even get to sharing the rivalry concerns for first borns let 
alone anything for seconds/middles, last borns, multiples or only children. So if you 
would like to more about that or about how to help sibling build stronger relationships, 
the dos and don’ts for this and minimizing sibling rivalry, both of these classes can be 
found on the website at yourvillageonline.com under the modern parenting tab. we 
also have the worksheet for shared versus non-shared environment available on the 
podcast page for this episode at YourVillageOnline.com/Podcast/Birth-Order. 

If you have a parenting question you would like answered, please send them to 
Podcast@YourVillageOnline.com.  

Thanks for listening and see you next time!
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